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• EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Numerous a c t i v i t i e s related to energy de-
velopment have che potential for influencing ground
water quality. To avoid potential adverse effects
on ground water, if is necessary to understand the
nature and location of conditions that may cause
adverse ef fects . To ass i s t in identifying such
conditions, this report provides a summary of the
nature of various energy-development activit ies and
how they might affect ground water quality. It also
identifies regions where major energy developments
have Che potential for producing adverse effects on
ground vater quality at present and in the near
future. The report will be of interest to those
desiring an overview of how energy development can
contaminate or pollute ground water — and also to
chose desiring information on regions of the nation
where the potential exists for such adverse effects.

Many anil various societal activities have the
potential for influencing ground water quality.
These activities may involve disposing of wastes in
such physical s ices as landf i l l s , lagoons, and
injection wells. Mining, petroleum exploration,
accidental spil ls , and ground water resource de-
velopment can also produce adverse effects. Follow-
ing a review of these and other general causes of
changes in ground water quality, a summary is
presented of various energy technologies and the way
chey affect ground water quality. The discussion is
organized under Che general categories of fossil
fuel, nuclear, solar, conservation, and geochermal
technologies. Because of their nature and wide-
spread occurrence, oi l and gas production and che
coal cycle are of particular importance as potential
sources of adverse effects on ground water quality.

Laws exist that wil l help to minimize the
potential for ground water quality degradation.
However, che present leg is lat ion that protects
ground water quality provides a less coherent
framework Chan exists for surface waters. Appro-
priate management techniques are available for use
wich energy development to help mitigate the poten-
t ia l for adverse e f f ec t s . Legislation tends to
encourage the use of such techniques. Nevertheless,
some activities, primarily related to extraction,
are inherently more d i f f i cu l t to concrol than
others. Three major acts of Congress form most of
che fsderal legislation directed toward preserving
ground water quality. These are che Safe Drinking
Water Act, the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act, and che Clean Water Act and amendments. Other
federal laws address the management of ground water
quality on a technology-specific basis. Programs
for protecting ground water quality exisc in some
states; however, these programs vary widely from
state ;o state.

Characteristics of che ground water resource
are a funccion of local geologic conditions.
Effaces of societal ac t iv i t i e s on ground water
quality cand co be s i t e - spec i f i c . This s i t e -
specific nature is reflected in mosc of che tech-
niques thac are available for assessing che effeccs
of development on ground water qualitv. Most or
these assessment cechniques 3re noc particularly
well suited co identifying regions where ground
••racer qualicy degradation may result from future

energy development. Because of the site-specific
nature of impacts on ground water quality, a re-
gional assessment must be very detailed — spatially
— in order to identify these localized effects.

Using county-level information on energy
production ac t iv i t i e s and on the ground water
resources of the U.S., a screening was conducted to
identify counties in the 48 contiguous staces with
potential for adverse e f fects on ground water
quality. S i te -speci f ic deta i l s were not con-
sidered.

Much of the United States has shallow aqui-
fers wich water of sufficiently high quality that it
can be of use to society. Therefore, in much of the
nation there is a potential for adverse effects on
ground water due Co the various types of energy-
development ac t iv i t i e s examined in this report.
Considering coal and uranium mining and oil and gas
production, a potential for adverse effects on
ground water quality exis ts in more Chan 1000
counties in 25 of the contiguous 48 states. About
25 counties in seven other s tates have similar
potential. It is therefore apparenc that degrada-
tion of ground water quality associated with energy
development could occur in a very significant
fraction of the nation. Actual effects, however,
may never occur in many of these locations. Use
of appropriate management techniques can mitigate
or completely eliminate the potential for adverse
effects. Furthermore, the screening methodology
used does not provide suff ic ient resolution to
identify the actual s i t e - s p e c i f i c conditions
needed to produce adverse effects. The screening
only indicates thac certain activit ies are present
in counties with valuable ground water resources.
When adverse effects do occur, they will ofcen be
localized.

The extent and distribution of counties where
energy resources are being developed suggest chat
indirect impacts can infringe significantly upon
institutional and legal enti t ies . Where similar
activities affect groups of up Co several tens of
counties (e .g . , as occurs in Texas), impacts are
likely to be perceived as more significant because
of che potential cumulative effects and also because
of good communication among potentially affected
parties. However, even in such areas, the imoacts
are generally expected co be localized.

The present long lead times for project
implementation afford abundant time for site assess-
ments and mitigation planning, but many of the
contamination processes are inadequately understood.
Consequently, forecasting techniques probably
are unreliable, and assessment or micigation
planning may not be adequate. Present implementa-
tion lead times probably range from about five years
for coal mines in well administered and development-
supportive states Co ten years or more for these
facil i t ies in less supportive staces or for coal
conversion and oil shale fac i l i t ies .

Little information has been reported on che
performance of anergy-developmenc facilicies oper-
aced under che present regulations relacing Co



3quifer protection. It is considered v i t a l l y
important Co determine Che effectiveness of prevail-
ing protective actions and of predictive techniques
in common use. It should also be helpful to examine
and integrate work in progress or recently completed
by the U.S. Geological Survey on the monitoring of
watersheds affected by surface mining, by the 3ureau
of Mines on the cumulative Impacts of surface mining
of ccal, and by the Environmental Protection Agency
on monitoring and predictive methods for coal mining
and on cumulative and intermedia impacts of synruel
fac i l i t i es . Finally, Mining and Reclamation Plans
and monitoring data on f i l e with the Office of
Surface Mining (OSM), together with reviews and
assessments by OSM, should be selectively examined
for comparisons of prediction methods and for
examination of the extent and severity of impacts
from coal mining and in-sicu conversion.

It i s important to develop a national and
regional perspective on the potential for degrada-
cion of ground uacer qualicy that can occur as a
consequence of future energy development. Areas
chat deserve attention are as follows:

o State and Industry comments on the present
report are needed. Such input would be
useful if it pravides local perspective
on issues, local conditions, and on the
uti l i ty and means of screening for problem
areas.

o More detailed national assessments of the
potential impacts associated with indi-
vidual technologies — coal mining, for
example — should be conducted. Limiting
the scope af the problem should help to
point out particular issues associated
wich individual technologies.

o An Improved, consistent national data base
- - on ground water parameters of im-
portance for evaluating energy develop-
ment — must be assembled if valid nation-
al perspectives on ground water are to
be obtained. The national-scale informa-
tion needed includes well yields, depths
co aquifers, and constituent concentra-
tions in ground water. Information about
concentrations of dissolved sol ids i s
needed, and knowledge of the presence
of high concentrations of various chem-
icals would also be helpful to identify
aquifers that may be unsuitable for use.

This report c o n s i s t s of s i x s e c t i o n s ,
starting with an introduction. The report is
organized co address five Issues:

o Activities that cause changes in ground
water quality (Sec. 2);

o Various energy-development technologies
chat adversely affect ground water quality
(Sec. 3);

o Legislation that exists to help protect
and manage ground water quality (Sec. 4);

o Methods thac are available to help identi-
fy geographic regions where energy de-
velopment may produce adverse effects on
ground water quality (Sec. 5), and

o Geographic areas in the U.S. where the
potential exists for adverse effects on
ground water quality because of energy
development.

vii i



I INTRODUCTION

American ground water resources c o n s t i t u t e
one of Che n a t i o n ' s most p r e c i o u s and y e t most
commonly misunderstood natural resources . While
approximately one-half of the U.S. population r e -
l i e s on ground water as a source for drinking water,
only a frac t ion of the a v a i l a b l e ground water i s
current ly being u t i l i z e d . This f rac t ion , however,
consists of high-quality ground water that is also
more easily utilized Chan is water froia other
sources. 3ecause of Che significant value of this
resource, ground water contamination (the addition
of undesirable constituents) and ground water
pollution (the addition of undesirable constituents
to the extent of impairing beneficial use) con-
scitute extremely important phenomena, with long-
range effects Chat need to be understood.. Con-
taminated or polluted ground water can remain
contaminated or polluted for half a cencury or
longer.

Virtually any disturbance of a land surface
can affect bo"h Che quantity and quallcy of the
ground water underlying i t . The degree to which
Che quantity and quality are affected is governed
by the nature and magnitude of the disturbance.
Although surface and ground water are intimately

relaLed, only ground water quality Is addressed in
this report. The report provides a preliminary
national overview of the various effects on ground
wacer quality likely to result from energy develop-
ment. Based on estimates of present and projected
energy-development accivicies, those regions of the
counery are identified where ground water quality
has the potential for being adversely affected.

The remainder of this report is divided into
five numbered sections (Sees. 2 through 6) and an
appendix. To put the subject of this report in
perspective, in Sec. 2 che general causes of change
in ground water quallcy are reviewed. Specific
effects on ground wacer quality of selected energy
technologies are discussed in Sec. 3, and some
case-history material Is also provided. Section 4
consists of a brief overview of pertinent legisla-
tion reladng to the protection and management
of ground water quality. In Sec. 5, six method-
ologies that have some value for assessing the
potential effects on ground water quality of energy-
development activities are reviewed. In Sec. 6,
a method of identifying regions In the t8 contiguous
states where there is a potential for ground water
quality problems is described and then applied.





2 CAUSES OF CHANGE IN GROUND WATER QUALITY

The q u a l i t y of ground wacer can undergo
change as a resul t of natural occurrences and a l s o
as a resul t of human a c t i v i t i e s . Because ground
water movement is often slow, naturally caused
changes in ambient ground water quality typically
evolve over a long period of time. Humanly caused
changes in ground water quality can creace effects
that are realized, however, ir. a much shorter period
of time. Those same quickly realized effects of
human activity can make themselves felt over a very
lang period of time, however, because of the rela-
tively slow movement of underground wacer.

In order to understand the nature and magni-
tude of potential changes in Che quality of ground
water, one must identify the sources and mechanisms
causing those changes. Some of the general causes
of change in the quality of ground water are listed
and then briefly discussed below. This identifica-
tion wil l provide a basis for understanding the
specific effects on ground water quality of various
energy-development technologies.

A number of a c t i v i t i e s that can lead to
ground wacer pollution or contamination have been
identif ied.I Those a c t i v i t i e s and uses, l isced
in no special order of importance — and not neces-
sar i ly relacad co energy development - - are as
follows.*

• Holding ponds and lagoons

• Stockpiles and wastepiles

• Inf i l trat ion of polluted surface water

• Land disposal of wastes

• Sanitary landfills

• Waste disposal in wet excavacion3

• WasCe disposal in wells

• Large-volume excavations (added co the
a c t i t i v i e s l i s c e d in the re ference)

• Leakage from underground pipelines and
storage tanks "

• Exploratory wells, test holes, and aban-
doned wells

• Accidental spi l ls of hazardous materials

• Drainage wells and canals

• Animal feedlots

• Septic tanks, cesspools, and privies

• Overapplication of fertilizers and pesti-
cides

• Ground wacer development

•This l i s t is noc meant co be exhaustive. For
example, application of deicin? salt to highways
aay produce effects on ground water. Also, oil and
ias production may cause adverse effects — these
are discussed in Sec. 3. A somewhac different l ist
of activities has been given by the U.S. EPA.53

HOLDING PONDS AND LAGOONS

These structures are being used in great
abundance, nationwide, for the purpose of containing
substances such as o i l - f i e l d brines, municipal
wascewater, and industrial wastes. The structures
are often improperly built, however, and -aay leak to
shaLlow aquifers in varying degrees. Judicious
selection and proper design of Che lining material
( e . g . , c lay, p las t ic , asphalt, or concrete) are
essencial for proper conCainmenc of the waste
material.

STOCKPILES AND WASTEPILES

Sol id material stored or stocked for future
use, or simply abandoned as wasce, i s frequently
p i l ed on exposed s o i l . Over a per iod of t ime,
atmospheric and prec ip i ta t ion e f f e c t s can weather
Che material and cause leachatea from i t to i n f i l -
trate into Che s o i l and percolace to shallow aqui-
fers .

INFILTRATION OF POLLUTED SURFACE WATER

The in tersec t ion of the water table with a
surface scream bed i s a common geomorphic occur-
rence. I t i s poss ible for water to flow in e i ther
direct ion across th is in ter sec t ion; however, in most
naturally occurring conditions che stream is a
ground water discharge s i te . The movement of Che
surface water into a shallow aquifer may be induced
by extensive pumping of the aquifer. This induced
infiltration may have serious ground watir quality
effects if the surface water is polluted.

LAND DISPOSAL OF WASTES

The disposal of waste mater ia ls d i rec t ly onto
a land surface has a ready po ten t ia l for concaminat-
ing or p o l l u t i n g ground wacer. Wastes d i s p o s e d
of in t h i s manner ( e . g . , manure; d i g e s t e d , or
otherwise s t a b i l i z e d , municipal wastewater sludge;
municipal refuse; or industrial wastes) often
contain soluble materials chat leach from the waste
— and then infiltrate into the soil and percolate
co ground water near che surface.

SANITARY LANDFILLS

Sanitary l a n d f i l l s , even when covered with
s o i l on a d a i l y b a s i s , are c e r t a i n to produce
l eachate s from the so lub le p o r t i o n of the waste
m a t e r i a l s . 1 I f Che l a n d f i l l s are not properly
s i ted , these leachates can potent ia l l y degrade che
quality of ground water in a local area.

WASTE DISPOSAL IN WET EXCAVATIONS

Abandoned mines - - whether p i t , s c r i p , or
deeo — of ten c o l l e c t wacer. This wacer comes from
direct p r e c i p i t a t i o n , surface runoff, ground water



exfiltracion caused by severed aquifers, or from a
combination of chese sources. The water can leach
contaminants from Che remains of Che mine, and
che contaminated waCer can ultimately find its way
back into the local ground witer system. If the
mine is u3ed as an actual repository cor waste
material, either from raining operations or from
other sources, the deposited wastes are subject co
che same sort of leaching with Che same sort of
pocential result. Wastes once deposited in aban-
doned mines, particularly deep ones, are often
very difficult co control because of the uncertainty
of che composition and characteristics of the
confining material.

WASTE DISPOSAL IN WELLS

Deep-well d i s p o s a l of wastes has not h i s -
t o r i c a l l y presented a major ground water qua l i ty
problem. Ground water qual i ty impacts have been
noted in several case s , however. Contaminants may
be transmitted to shallow or immediate aquifers from
the well head or through a leaky well cas ing . The
waste inject ion increases pressure on aqui fers . In
several inscances, t h i s increased aquifer pressure
i s reported co have caused increased local se ismic
acc iv icy and an increase in flow in adjacent aqui-
fers because of leaks and cross-connect ions .

LARGE-VOLUME EXCAVATIONS

L a r g e - v o l u m e e x c a v a t i o n p r o j e c t s — e . g . ,
large building foundations, cuc-and-fill operations
for highway or railroad construction, tunneling
operations, and scrip or deep mining operations —
potential degrade che quality of a local supply of
ground water. Aquifers can be severed during
such 3n excavation, possibly requiring extensive
dewatering operations. Exfiltracing ground water
may Chen dissolve undesirable constituents on the
land surface, r^infiterate che land and percolate
back co che shallow aquifer, and degrade ground
vater quality.

LEAKAGE FROM UNDERGROUND PIPELINES AND STORAGE TANKS

Countless underground storage tanks and m i l e s
j f p i p e l i n e s are contained wichin che c o n t i n e n t a l
I'niced S c a c e s . D i f f e r e n t i a l s e t t l i n g due to
se ismic act ion or earth loadings , or due co fa t igued
^ a c a r i a l s , can cause p i p e l i n e rupcures or severed
cank connections. Subsequent fluid leakage,
particularly when che fluid is a petroleum product,
has serious potential implications not only for
ground wacer quality and consequently for public
healch, but also for public safety.

EXPLORATORY WELLS. TEST HOLES, AND ABANDONED WELLS

Ex?laracory w e l l s , t e s t h o l e s , and aban-
ioned - je l l s ex i sc in very large numbers across che
wouncry. 3ecause of inadequate casing or improper
c l o s u r e of some of c h e s e w e l l s , a q u i f e r s can be
-ross-connec:ed :hac would ocherwise remain sepa-
raced. Should 2 freshwater aquifer Chat supp l i e s

drinking water be connected to a contaminated or
briney a q u i f e r , ser ious degradat ion of che f re sh -
water a q u i f e r could take p lace .

ACCIDENTAL SPILLS OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

When hazardous materials are accidentally
released to che ground surface, an immediate hazard
exists for potential infiltration and percolation
of che material inco a near-surface aquifer.
Additional hazards exist it", a) the wastes are
hosed down and drained to a nearby watercourse, or
b) the spilled wastes are :emporarily impounded at
the s i t e , with dikes, and lef t Co sit while a
decision is made as to their ultimate disposition.

DRAINAGE HELLS AND CANALS

The c o n s t r u c t i o n of dra inage w e l l s and canals
— or the deepening of 3 u r ' i - s - d r a i n a g e channels - -
13 often used co dewater poorly drained areas
underlaid by thick clays. Construction of these
fac i l i c i e s can cause brackish 3urface waters to
percolate Co desirable aquifers, thereby degrading
ground water quality.

ANIMAL FEEDLOTS

Large animal feed l o t o p e r a t i o n s produce great
vo lumes o f an imal w a s c e , and t h i s w a s t e has a
r e l a t i v e l y high organic s trength and b a c t e r i a l
content. Improper containment and control of the
waste can cause serious degradation of local ground
water quality and potentially pose 3erious public
health problems as well.

SEPTIC TANKS, CESSPOOLS, AND PRIVIES

Ground water can become contaminated as a
result of poorly planned or instal led individual
waste-disposal systems. Seasonally rising water
cables or surface flooding of seepage f i e l d s
cypically cause such systems co f a i l . Long-term
operation of an individual waste-iisposal system in
permeable s o i l , or close to a drinking water wel l ,
can cause ground water contamination.

OVERAPPLICATION OF FERTILIZERS AND PESTICIDES

Prudent application of fer t i l i zers and
pesticides, along with other general practices of
good farm management, can minimize potential degra-
dation of ground water quality. However, over-
application of fertilizers and pesticides cause an
accumulation of toxic material or nitrate in local
ground waters, and chis posas a significant chreat
co public healch.

GROUND HATES DEVELOPMENT

Overpumpage or raining o f ground wacer can
cause s e v e r e drawdown of wacer l e v e l s in che a q u i -
f er , which i n curn can cause ground wacer co degrade



in quality because of inceraquifer leakage, induced
in f i l t r a t ion , or in cer ta in cases Che landward
movement of sea water. A related problem involves
Che practice or art if icial recharging to counteract
the »ff;cc of pumping on ground water. Use of urban
stormwacer or process cooling water for recharge,
as an example, potentially degrades ground wacer
quality because of undesirable constituents in these
recharge waters.

Other ac t iv i t i e s can lead to pollution or
contamination of ground water; however, those
presented above conscicute a typical l i sc . The
other activities affecting ground water quality are
usually related to industry-specific practices
such as in-situ oil-shale retorting or coal extrac-
tion. Effects on ground water quality of major
energy technologies are addressed in the next
section.





3 EFFECTS ON GROUND WATER QUALITY OF MAJOR ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES

Energy techno log ies can a f f e c t l o c a l ground
water qua l i ty in two principal ways. F i r s t , e f f e c t s
can be relt as a direct result of Che conduct
of an activicy. An example of this type of effect
is the potential for ground water contamination
resulting from coal extraction. The second type of
potential effect is an indirect result of an ac-
tivitv, caused by a mishap or accident connected
with carrying ouc Che activity. Accidental spillage
of working fluids -sed in a solar thermal power
system represents this type of effect.

SURVEY OF TECHNOLOGIES AND THEIR POTENTIAL EFFECTS

The po tent ia l e f f e c t s on ground water quality
of five major technology groups are presented below.
They are f o s s i l , n u c l e a r , s o l a r , c o n s e r v a t i o n ,
and geothermal. Spec i f ic e f f e c t s are addressed by
subgroup within each major group. A b r i e f descr ip-
tion of each general subgroup technology i s also
given. The subgroups generally correspond to those
used in the Department of Energy's Environmental
Development P lans and Environmental Readiness
Documents, but they inc lude s e v e r a l o t h e r t e c h -
nologies as w e l l . Only primary impacts are covered
in this sec t ion; however, secondary and tert iary
impacts of the technologies can a l so a f f e c t ground
uacer qua l i ty . Such additional negative e f f e c t s as
excess ive draft ing of ground water are act mentioned
in re lat ion to a s p e c i f i c technology — because th is
type of e f f e c t i s p o t e n t i a l l y common to many of
them.

Fossi l

The f o s s i l technology group has 12 subgroups,
as fol lows.

• Fossil-fuel utilization

• Magnecohydrodynamics

• Coal extraction and preparation

• Coal gasification

• Underground coal gasification

• Coal liquefaction

• Oil-shale extraction

• Tar-sands utilization

• Unconventional gas recovery

• Conventional oil recovery

• Enhanced oil recovery

• Pipeline transportation of energy

Included in the first subgroup, fossil-fuel utiliza-
tion, is the conventional combustion of coal by
•jcilicy and other plants.

Fossil-Fuel Utilization

Conventional Combustion of Coal. As cur-
rently practiced in :he u t i l i t y industry and by

operators of industrial boilers, this method poten-
tial ly affects local ground water quality largely
because solid wastes from the coal-burning process
have to be disposed of. The three major solid-
waste streams emanating from a coal-fired plant
are fly ash; bottom ash, or slag; and flue-gas-
desulfurizatirn, or scrubber, sludge. All of these
solid-waste streams can cont'in leachable amounts of
trace elements, toxic materials, or radionuclides
- - which may in turn cause local ground water
quality problems if disposed of improperly.^ The
storage of large amounts of coal, on s i t e , also
has the potential for degrading ground water quality
if the leachate from coal piles is not properly
handled.

Three emerging methods of fossil-fuel u t i l i -
zation potentially affect ground water quality:
organic Rankine bottoming cycles, fluidized-bed
combustion (atmospheric and pressurized), and
altemative-fufil utilization (coal-oil mixtures,
bion-ass, industrial waste,etc.).

Organic Rankine Bottoming Cycles. These
ucilize the pressurization and vaporization of an
organic working fluid — and subsequent expansion of
the fluid's vapor through a turbine — to produce
shaft power. Principal ground water concerns
connected with the use of organic Rankine cycles are
accidental release of the fluid, spi l lage, and
improper disposal of the working fluids. Candidate
fluids include methyl pyridine, Fluorinol-35,
Freon-11, toluene, and Dowtherm-A.2

Atmospheric Fluidized-Bed Combustion. AFBC
i s a coa l -combust ion technology in which the c o a l i s
burned in an upward-draft, air-fed reactor on
a bed of sorbent material such as limestone or
dolomite. Combustion of coal in this fashion
provides greater reactor heat transfer than conven-
tional coal combustion and substantially reduces
NOX and SOj emissions from a coal-burning plant.

Pressurized Fluidized-Bed Combustion. PFBC
is very s imi lar Co AFBC with the notable except ion
that the pressure in the reactor (combustor) i s
held to between 4 and 16 atmospheres — the result
is a potential for lower N0x and SOo emission
rates and higher e f f i c i e n c i e s than are poss ib le
using AFBC.

The amount of spent sorbent from a fluidized-
bed combustion facil ity is expected to be more than
the amount of ash generated by a conventional
coal-combustion facility of similar size. Spent
sorbent from FBC is also l ikely to retain more trace
elemencs chan are produced by a conventional plant;^
proper managemenc of these FBC residues is essential
in order to avoid adverse effects on ground water
quality.

Alternacjve-Fuel Ucilization. This includes
Che combustion ot a mixture of coal and o i l , biomass
(organic residues), and various induscrialrwaste
residues. The principal pocential affects on ground
aater of ai ternac ive-fue 1 u t i l i z a t i o n are> very
similar to those mentioned above for other methods
a: ut i l iz ing Eossil fuels. However, che compo$itior



and teachability of solid-waate by-products of these
technologies are to date unknown.

b i l i z a t i o n of such trace elements as flourine,
aluminum, manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, copper,
line, arsenic, and lead.6 ' '

MagneCohvdrodynamic3

Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) involves the
direcc conversion of thermal energy to electrical
energy without the conventional intermediate step
of mechanical energy. MHD involves the passing of a
high-teraperature, high-velocity conducting fluid
through a magnetic field; this results in a pocen-
tial difference developing across the fluid. A seed
material, usually potassium, is added Co Che con-
ducting fluid (in this case coal-combustion gas)
co further ionize Che fluid and Co enhance con-
ductivity.

The primary ground water quality concerns
associated with MHD are relaced Co the disposal of
che process solid waste, consisting of slag and fly
ash. ^ The characteristics, and therefore leach-
ability, of MHD waste are generally unknown. The
wastes are suspected of containing significant
amounts of potassium, howfer, because of i ts use as
a seed material in Che process.

Coal Extraction and Preparation

The processes of coal extraction and prepara-
tion, by their very nature, potential ly affect
natural ground water systems, boch in terms of
quancity and quality. A major ground wacer quality
concern connected with coal extraction and prepara-
tion is che disruption of the entire aquifer itself
by the mining.^ This can happen both in surface-
and deep-mining operations. Occasionally, the
coal-bearing formation actually constitutes a major
aquifer system. Such is the case with many lowgrade
lignite formations in North Dakota. Figure 1 shows
che major coal deposits of che Uniced Scates, while
Fig. 2 illustrates the major coal-producing councies
of che Uniced Scates for the period 1975-1979.

Cartwrighc and Hunĉ  have identified chree
raajor ground water concerns connected with surface
and deep mining. The firsc concern relaces Co
pocencial concatenation of aquifers by raine-sice
runoff, followed by infilcracion and percolation.
The second issue relates co accelerated drawdown of
local shallow aquifers at relatively shore distances
from surface-mine high-walls, and subsequent changes
in local veil-water quality. The third major
concern is the disruption of a bedrock aquifer by
deep or underground mining operations. Another
mining-related ground water quality concern involves
reclamation with a material of higher permeability
Chan che one originally excavated, thus creating an
artificial ground water recharge area and causing
changes in local ground water quality. That quality
can also be affecced by the surface disposal of
puraped-ouc mine wacer that may be highly aineralized.

An additional ground vacer quality concern
-elated Co coal extraction and preparation involves
rhe proper disposal of mine overburden and coal-
preparacion, or cleaning, wasces. Coal-cleaning
wasces, chrough oxidacive degradacion of. pyrico and
marcasice in che waste, can produce a leachate with
3 hieh ly acidic pH. This can result in che solu-

Coal Gasification

Coal gasification, whether it is performed
above or under the ground, is generally divided into
three major classifications (high-, medium-, and
low-Btu), corresponding to che thermal concent of
the gas produced. High-Btu gasification produces a
gas equivalent to natural gas in heat value. The
basic process steps for Lurgi pressure gasification
(a leading high-Bcu technology) include coal prepa-
ration and feeding, oxygen production, g a s i f i -
cation, gas cleanup and purification, shifc conver-
sion, and methanation.

Medium- and low-BCu coal-gasification pro-
cesses produce gases with thermal contents ranging
from one—half to one-tench chac of Che high-BCu
technology. These technologies are similar to the
high-Btu technology, but they lack the shift conver-
sion and methanacion steps. Because of the lesser
grade of chese gases, their transportation over long
distances is economically less attractive Chan the
transport of che high-Btu gas.

The major ground wacer quality concern with
coal gasification involves the content and leach-
ab i l i ty of the process sol id wastes. Principal
solid-waste streams from the process include mineral
residue, fines, bag-house particulates, evaporator-
pond sludges, char and heavy tar residues, spent
catalysts, and process reagents." Expected concen-
trations of organics and trace elements in the
solid-waste streams are a subject of continuing
research; however, improper disposal of chese wastes
is v ir tua l ly certain to have adverse effects on
ground water quality.

An additional ground water concern with the
technology is potential deep—well disposal of liquid
effluent. Care mu;c be used in disposing of wastes,
in Chi3 way, Co prevent aquifer contamination.

Underground Coal Gasification

Underground coal gasif icat ion consists of
three distinct steps: pregasificacion treatment of
the coal 3eam, gasi f icat ion, and u t i l i z a t i o n .
Gasification of coal in this fashion is currently
thoughc to be economically attractive where existing
coal seams are either too deep, too thick, or too
steeply dipping co mine for above-ground gasifica-
tion.9

A coal seam is created, prior to underground
gasi f icat ion, for che purpose of enhancing i t s
permeability. This is done eicher by hydraulic or
pneumatic fracturing, deviated drilling, or other
methods yielding similar results. The coal seam is
also dewacered. The gasification itself consists
of igniting che coal seam and Chen gasifying che
coal by adding air (or oxygen) and sceam. The
resultant gas is vented co che surface, in advance
of the burn zone, and cleaned. The use of air
produces low-Btu gas. Oxygen produces raediura-Btu
gas. The medium-3tu gas can be upgraded on che



Fig. 1 COAL RESERVES IN THE UNITED STATES [Source: Robeck, K.E., et al., Land Use and Energy, Argonne National Laboratory
Report ANL/AA-19 (July 1980))
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surface to high-Btu gas, by means of shift conver-
sion and methanation — thus producing a natural-gas
substitute.

Contamination of ground water adjacent a
burn zone in underground or in-sicu coal gasifica-
tion is a major concern.. Waters moving through a
burn zone may contain organic compounds such as
phenols, pyridines, anilines, quinolines, and aro-
matic hydrocarbons, as well as inorganic s a l t s . y - i 0

Affecced ground water can subsequently move from the
burn area, because of pressure d i f ferent ia l s or
natural leaching, and thus degrade the quality of
local aquifers.

Post-burn cavern subsidence, causing aquifer
disruption, is an inherent problem associated with
underground coal gasification just as the need to
dispose of quench waters and spent sorbents is a
problem associated vith coal gasification carried
out above Che ground.

Cn.;l Liquefaction

Coal liquefaction has two major variations:
direct and indirect liquefaction. Indirect lique-
faction involves the gasif icat ion of the co»x,
first into a synthesis gas composed of hydrogen and
carbon moncxide. The synthesis gss is then lique-
fied by using either the Fischer-Tropsch process or
a methanol system, both o£ which ate now commer-
cially available.

Direct liquefaccion of coal can be ac-
complished with any of three basic process types:
direct hydrogenation, solvent extraction, and
pyrolysis. Direct hydrogenation converts the solids
to liquids by catalytic hydrogenation under high
temperature and pressure. Solvent extraction
entails the use of a solvent as Che hydrogen donjr
for the purpose of liquefaction. This process is
also carried out under high temperature and pres-
sure. Pyrolysis is a process similar to starved-air
combustion — it produces char, liquids, and gases.
Major technologies under development include the
H-coal, donor solvent, and solvent-refined-coal
(SRC) I and II processes.

The primary concerns about ground water
quality in the coal-liquefaction processes relate Co
disposing of process solid waste." Major solid-
waste streams consist of ash from gas i f icat ion
and from combustion of liquefaction-process residues
and coal. Other wastes include spent process
catalysts and wastewater-treatment sludges. Cata-
lyses include materials such as leachable salts of
calcium, cadmium, chromium, cobalt, copper, zinc,
and other trace elements. Liquid-effluent streams
from liquefaction fac i l i t ies can contain suspended
solids, ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, trace metals,
inorganic compounds, and organic compound including
phenols, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, and
nitrogen- and sulfur-containing heterocyclics. It
stay be assumed chat a certain traction of these
compounds will be concained in the wastewatar-
creatmenc sludge and may therefore present a poten-
t ia l ground water qualicy hazard if disposed of
unoroperlv.

Oil-Shale Extraction

Major ground water concerns about development
of an o i l - sha l e industry c lose ly parallel chose
about an emergent coal -gas i f icat ion industry ."
In this regard, oil shale is extracted and processed
by two principal methods, somewhat analogous to the
coal-gasification process. Oil shale excavated by
surface mining is processed on the surface by
aboveground retorting (AGR). Alternatively, Che oil
shale may be retorted in place by a method generally
known as in-situ retorting — with the two major
subnethads being true in-situ (TIS) and modified
in-sicu (MIS). TIS involves only Che drilling of
wells and fracturing of shales; MIS requires mining
to produce underground re tor t s . Figure 3 i l l u -
strates che discribucion of o i l - s h a l e resources
within the United States.

Surface excavation of oil shale potentially
affects ground water quality to a degree similar to
that of surface excavation of coal. Aquifer disrup-
tion is likely with this type of extraction, and
replacement with a backfill material of low perme-
ability or spent retorted shale may have serious
local effects on ground water quality. A similar
concern about the AGR process is i ts potential for
leachate generation, with subsequent ground water
quality impairment, from spent shale retort piles on
the land surface.

Ground water quality effects of the in-situ
processes are likely to be verv similar to those of
underground coal g a s i f i c a t i o n . ^ Ground water
contamination in a retort or burn area, due to
leaching action after back-flooding, is likely to
result from this process if no mitigating measures
are taken. Elevated levels of pH, Sc£, Na+, HCÔ ,
CO*, and certain organics such as phenols and
organic nitrogen compounds are the most l ike ly

4
contaminants.

g
' 4 The extent of possible ground

water contamination from either AGR or MIS process-
ing of oil shale is likely to be limited to Colo-
rado, Utah, and Wyoming (as shown in Fig. 4) - - oil
shale in the central and eastern areas of the
councrv is less likely to be developed in the near

Tar-Sands Utilization

Ut i l i zat ion of the nation's tar-sand re-
sources, for the production of crude oil ready to be
refined, involves three basic steps: tar-sand
recovery by mining, bitumen recovery from the tar
sand, and bitumen upgrading to crude oil."" In-situ
recovery of bitumen would shorten Che process to two
steps.

The potential effects on ground water qualicy
of recovering car sand, either by surface mining or
by in-situ recovery, closely parallel the projected
effects of similar activities related to recovering
oil shale. Aquifer disruption is l ike ly , using
either tar-sand recovery method; che extent of the
disruption would depend on che mitigating measures
taken. The major effects on ground water from the
remaining two steps, bitumen recovery and upgrading,
are expected to relate to the disoosal of solid
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3 DIS'J'HIHUTION OF U.S. Oil. SHALE RESOIIHCES [Source: Duncan, D.C. and V.E. Swansou, Organic-Rich Shale of the United States and
Wnrld Land Areas, U.S. Geological Survey Circular 523 (1965)]
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Fig. 4 OIL SHALE AREAS IN COLORADO, UTAH, AND WYOMING [Source: U.S.
Department of Interior, Final Environmental Statement for the
Prototype Oil Shale Leasing Program, 6 vols. (1973)]

waste from these processes. Solid-waste streams
from the processes are not extensively documented;
however, the characteristics of the wastes and the
nature of the resultant potential effects should be
close to those of oil-shale processing and crude-oil
refining.

Unconventional Gas Recovery

Unconventional or enhanced gas recovery
focuses on the recovery of gas from the western
'tight" gas sands or the eastern gas shale. The
three most commonly used processes to i n i t i a t e
recovery are advanced hydraulic fracturing, chemical
explosive fracturing, and the use of deviated or
directional wells to mobilize additional gas re-
sources. ^

The major concern about unconventional
Kas-recovery technology involves the possible
penetration of drinking water aquifers by drilling
operations and the interconnection of aquifers by
fracturing operations. Ground water contamination
can result from dril l ing muds or brines, or from
chemically explosive fluids. An adjunct ground
water quality concern relates co the surface dis-

posal of d r i l l ing muds and br ines : improperly
constructed ponds can contaminate ground water in
shallow aquifers . Producing gas fields in the
United States are shown in Fig. 5.

Conventional Oil Recovery

The primary concerns about the effects of
conventional oil recovery on ground water quality
are proper disposal of brine (contained in the
recovered oi l ) and adequate plugging of dry or
abandoned wells. Most states now have laws severely
restricting the use of brine pi ts . 18 As an addi-
tional note concerning the crude-oil recovery/
refining/use cycle, the only solid wastes connected
with energy development that have been specifically
identified thus far as hazardous by the U.S. En-
vironmental Protection Agency originate from
refineries ' . Proper disposal of these wastes —
which include American Petroleum Institute separator
sludge, d i sso lved-a i r - f lo ta t ion float, s lop-oi l
emulsion solids, heat-exchanger-bundle sludge, and
tank-bottom solids — is important for the protec-
tion of ground water quality. Figure 6 shows the
location of the major o i l f ields of the United
States.
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5 GAS FIELDS IN THE UNITED STATES [Source: Cirillo, R,R., et ol., An Evaluation of Regional Trends in Power Plant Siting and
Energy Transport, Argonne National Laboratory Report ANL/AA-9 (July 1977)]



Fig. 6 OIL FIELDS IN THE UNITED STATES [Source: Cirillo, R.R., et al., An Evaluation of Regional Trends in Power Plant Siting and
Energy Transport, Argonne National Laboratory Report ANL/AA-9 (July 1977)]
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Enhanced Oil Recovery

Enhanced oil recovery entails in-situ modi-
fication of the reservoir or oil-resource conditions
to improve existing oil production. Three basic
processes are used to conduct the recovery: 1)
thermal processes using injected steam or in-situ
combustion to mobilize heavy oils, 2) injection of
chemicals for the same purpose, or 3) gas miscible
flooding.

A major concern with respect to enhanced oil
recovery is the potential for ground water con-
tamination from the injection of micellaT-polymer to
release oil deposits. Oil deposits or reserves
that might be recovered by this method often
underlie drinking water aquifers.*" Ground water
contamination may occur by virtue of accidental
leakage through corroded or otherwise inadequate
well casings unlocated abandoned wells, and by
accidental surface spills of polymeric material.
(Such mechanisms are of general concern as causes of
ground water contamination.) A second concern about
ground water quality relates to the large amounts of
process waters and brines mixed with oil emulsions
that must be disposed of. Improper disposal in i l l
constructed holding or evaporation ponds can lead to
contamination of shallow aquifers. Any injection of
3uch process waters and brines may also cause
contamination. An additional ground water quality
concern relates to the proper disposal of solid
waste from boilers used in steam injection and
in—situ combustion processes.

Pipeline Transportation of Energy

Ground water quality concerns exist for the
coal-slurry pipeline technology at both ends of the
proposed pipelines as well as along the route
of the pipeline itself. Pipelines may emanate from
water-scarce regions where surface water is under
severe allocation. Extensive mining of ground water
may then be necessary, with the resultant possi-
b i l i t y of undesirable ground water moving into
aquifers used for drinking water. Accidental
pipeline breaks or ruptures along the pipeline route
can also degrade the quality of aquifers in a local
area. Finally, at the termination of the pipeline,
the slurry is dewatered and the resultant "black
water," or supernatant, must be disposed of.
Detention of this effluent in holding/evaporation
ponds can potentially contaminate local ground water
if the ponds are improperly constructed or main-
tained.1"

Similar effects on ground water quality can
be expected to develop as a result of pipeline
breaks or transportation-related spills of petroleum
products. Such sp i l l s on the land surface can
affect ground water quality at distances ranging
from one to several thousand meters, depending on
biodegradation rates and pore velocities.^

Nuclear

Potential effects of nuclear energy develop-
ment on ground wsrrer quality are greatest at the two
ends of the nuclear fuel cycle: uranium mining and
milling, and radioactive waste disposal. The

controversial topic of radioactive waste disposal,
by itself, could provide the basis for an extensive
discussion; here, i t will simply be noted as a
potential threat to ground water quality if im-
properly managed. (References on waste disposal are
provided in the selected bibliography.)

Only those technologies related to the use of
nuclear resources for energy production are discus-
sed below. They are uranium mining, milling, and
conversion; uranium enrichment (including fuel
fabrication); commercial nuclear power generation;
and magnetic fusion. Reprocessing, because it is
not being carried out commercially in the United
States at present, is not considered.

Uranium Mining, Hilling, and Conversion

With respect to uranium mining, conventional
methods (either underground or open-pit) will
probably disturb existing aquifers, which often
comprise the deposits t ^mselves. Mine waters in
these excavations are expected to contain signifi-
cant concentrations of dissolved and suspended
solids, soluble radionuclides, and toxic trace
elements.'1 Ore storage piles will likely generate
surface runoff and leachates of similar character-
istics.

Alternative forms of uranium recovery (in-
situ leaching; heap leaching; and slurry, or solu-
tion, mining) are expected to produce somewhat
similar leachates, but in lesser quantities. These
processes use either chemical or hydraulic means to
extract uranium ore under natural or artificially
constructed in-situ conditions. Potential ground
water quality effects of these techniques can be
mitigated by slurry-wall containment of the affected
ground waters (dedicated for contamination) so that
border aquifers are not adversely affected. Figure
7 shows major U.S. uranium deposits, which are
located in the West.

Tailing solids and leach solutions are
commonly disposed of in ponds that accept the
remains of the milling process, or by means of
in-situ operations. Tailings consist of the in-
soluble ore matrix of silicates and aluminosili-
cates, which contain insoluble trace elements,
radionuclides, and milling-process chemicals. The
principal elements of concern in tailings include
Mg, Cu, Mn, Ba, Cr, Mo, Se, Pb, As, V, Fe, Co, and
Ni. Liquid wastes disposed of in a tailings pond
can contain ammonium, sulfate, nitrate, cyanide, and
chloride, as well as organic chemicals from solvent-
extraction processes. All of these constituents
present a potential for ground water contamination
due to pond leakage.

Solid wastes from uranium-conversion facili-
ties — there are two nationwide, one in Illinois,
the other in Oklahoma — are either being stored
on-site or shipped to a licensed landfill. Liquid
wastes are presently being split-streamed; a portion
is stored on-site, with the remainder undergoing
treatment and recycle. Uranium concentrate from the
milling process requires conversion to uranium
hexaflouride (UFg) before beine sent to other
plants for enrichment by means of gaseous diffusion.
The present concern with respect to ground water
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Fig. 7 URANIUM DEPOSITS IN THE WESTERN UNITED STATES [Source: Adapted from
Science and Public Policy Program, University of Oklahoma, Energy
from Che West: Energy Resource Development Systems Report, Vol. IV:
Uranium, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Report EPA-6OO/7-79
060d (March 1979)]

quality re la te s to the potent ial for accidental
s p i l l a g e of u a s c e s , pond l e a k a g e , and dike
fai lure. 2 2

Uranium Enrichment

Uranium enrichment by means of gaseous
diffusion is carried out at three locations nation-
al ly . Oak Ridge, Tenn.; Paducah, Ky.; and Porcs-
mouch, Ohio. Potent ia l e f f ec t s on ground water
qual i ty at these thrae s i ces re la te to on-s ice
disposal of process residuals ( ta i l s ) and/or liquid
wastes, which nay exhibit low-level radioactivity.2-'
"uei - fabricat ion plants have the po ten t ia l for
similar cypes of effeccs caused by packed sludges.

Commercial Nuclear Power Generation

Nuclear power generation in Che Uniced Scates
is currencly being conducted almost exclusively with
lighc-vacer reactors, either of a boiling-watar or
pressure-water type depending on the manufacturer.
3ecause of the essent ia l ly closed-loop nature of the
process, che pocancial ground water quality affects

of this technology are expected Co be minimal. A
small potential does ex is t , however, for thermal
e f f e c t s on ground water qua l i ty — from leaking
cooling ponds — or for trace radioactive contami-
nation due to small r e l e a s e s of radioactive ma-
terials.16

Magnetic Fusion

So acCual effeccs on ground water quality
have been identified for this technology, to date,
because of ics advanced nature ." Pocential
effects could include leachaces from radioaccive
wastes stored on-site, tricium release (tritium
is of particular concern because it is very mobile
and long l ived), and the accidental release or
improper wasce disposal of alkali sietals such as
Li, K, or Na.

Solar

A wide range of technologies make up the
solar technology group. These technologies, or
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subgroups, include so'.ar heating and cooling of
buildings, solar agricultural and industrial process
heac, solar chenn.il power systems, biomass energy
systems, phocovolcaics, and hydroelectric develop-
ment .

Solar Heating and Cooling of Buildings

The principal concern about ground water
quality connected with this technology is disposal
— either by the user (consumer) on an application
level ar, on a larger scale, by the manufacturer - -
of spent working fluids from the hot-water system.
Working fluids will probably contain material such
a3 ethylene glycol for freeze prevention, rust
inhibi tors , and biocides, and these represent a
potential hazard if disposed of improperly. -5

Solar Process Heat for Agriculture and
Industry

Major ground water quality concerns for this
technology are similar to those described for the
solar heating and cooling of buildings. The scale
af the potential impact may be larger for agr i -
culcural and industrial systems, however, because
these systems themselves may be larger and contain
larger quantities of working fluids.-^

Solar Thermal Power Systams

The major potential effect on ground water
quality of this technology would be an accidental
sp i l l or release of the working fluids in the
thertnodynaraic system. Working fluid candidates
currently under consideration include liquid sodium,
sodium^ hydroxide, hydrocarbon oils, and eutectic
sa l t s . - ' An additional candidate is wacer. In this
regard, there is a concern for the potential effect
of extensive ground water mining of a low—quality
(presumably deep) aquifer for this use.

An additional ground wacer quality concern
related to this technology is che construction and
maintenance of a decentralized colleccor f ie ld .
Herbicides and pesticides may be used to grub and
clear the potential sice, which would then likely be
paved. Potential ground water quality effects
relate to contamination caused by che biocides and
;o prevention of local recharge because of the
pav i ng.

Biomass Energy Systems

Eletnencs of biomass energy sysceraa can be
divided into cvro major technology groups: biomass
production, harvesting, and collection technology;
and biooass-conv?rsion technology. Specific sources
of biomass include feedlot manures, forest residues,
forest harvesting, agricultural-crop residue,
silvicui fjraL and agricultural energy farms, and
jquaci : biomass production. Biomass-conversion
technologies include direct combustion, gasification
and liquefaction, anaerobic disescion. and fermenta-
tion.

With respecc Co biomass production, harvest-
ing, and collection, major ground vater concerns
relate to conventional agr icul tural and timber
operations. Effects on surface water qualicy of
forest harvesting or silvicultural and agricultural
energy farms, for example, can be extensive — "be3C
management practices" must be actively implemented
to curb potencial nonpoint pollution generated by
these act ivi t ies . Soil erosion and nutrient leach-
ing can degrade che qualicy of local surface vater,
and che leaching of nucriencs can also degrade che
qualicy of local ground water.^" The potential
effects on ground water qualicy of manure from a
collection feedlot are related to containment and
management of the wastes.

A greater potential for ground water quality
impacts exists in the case of biomass conversion.
Potential effects of direct combuscion, gasifica-
cion, or liquefaction of biomass are principally
relaced co che disposal of solid wasces from these
processes. Solid wasces from the gasification and
liquefaction processes — in the form of gasifier,
boiler, quench, and reactor-system wasces — present
the most serious potential problem. The exact
composition and teachability of these wastes are
currently unknown; however, the wastes are suspecced
of containing amouncs of materials that could
seriously degrade local ground wacer qualicy if
improperly managed.'° Dewacered sludge and scil-
lage, from anaerobic d ige s t i on and biomass-
fermentacion processes, respectively, present
potential problems for local ground water quality if
land disposal is chosen as the means of getting rid
of them. Proper management of land—disposal si tes,
races, and time periods will aid greatly in mitigat-
ing potential adverse effects.

Photovoltaics

Mining raw materials used in manufacture of
photovoltaic equipment is che principal ground water
quality concern inherent in this technology.
Specifically, silicon and gallium will have to be
open-pic mined in increasing quantities. Specific
impacts of open-pic ore mining are discussed under
che uranium mining and milling technology. The
processing of the silicon and gallium ores, however,
may also have an effect on ground water quality. A
soluble (leachable) metal chloride is a by-product
of silicon refining, and an alumina sludge (poten-
tially caustic and leachable) is a by-product of
gallium extraction.-9 Improper disposal of chese
by-products holds the potencial for ground water
concarainacion. Improper disposal of used solar
arrays, the final product, also represents a poten-
t ial for ground wacer qualicy problems.

Hydroelectric Development

No major effects on ground water qualicy
have been identified for this technology. The
poss ib i l i ty of adverse effeccs ex is t s , however,
because materials accumulated in the sediments at
the bottom of the reservoir pool can theoretically
leach into local ground water.^
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Conservation

Conservation technologies include a diverse
array of energy programs Couching on several dif-
ferent fuel types. Technologies considered under
this major group include buildings and community
systems, industrial programs, and energy storage
svsterns.

3uildings and Comnunity Systems

The first major concern about ground water
quality for this technology involves heat pumps chat
use ground wacer as a heat 3ink/source. Heat-pump
systems have potential effects on ground water
chemistry, aquifer structure, and microbial action
due to thermal fluctuations.•'I Ground vater qualiey
can also be affected by Che potential for refriger-
anc leakage from the system. This concern 13
duplicated vich the establishment of a heat-purap-
;entered Integrated Community Energy System, which
can be expected to have a similar potential effect
on ground water quality.

The second major area of concern about ground
wacer quality within this group relates co urban-
waste technology. Three basic processes are in-
volved: combustion, pyrolysis, and biodegradation.
Among the various technologies included in chese
three process groups, the principal ground water
quality concerns relate Co Che leachabi l i ty of
combustion ashes (fly and bottom), pyrolysis by-
produccs, scrubber sludge, and anaerobically di-
gested sludge in landfills and impoundments.

Industrial Programs

The industrial programs include five major
areas through which a reduction or conservation
of industrial energy use is possible. The Tive
major areas are high-cenperature processes, low-
temperature and manufacturing processes, waste-
energy utilization and cogeneration, alternative
materials u t i l i s a t i o n , and agriculture and food
processes. The principal ground water quality
concern is the proper disposal of solid wastes from
chese new processes to prevent leaching and sub-
sequent aquifer degradation.32

Energy Storage Systems

Potential ground water qualicy impacts arise
from three particular energy sCorage cechnologies:
aquifer thermal energy storage systems, compressed
air energy storage (CAES), and underground pumped
hydroeleccric storage (UPHS).

The major concern about aquifer thermal
energy storage is the potential effect on ground
water qualicy of a continually fluctuating tempera-
:ure gr3dienc. Changes in aquifer eeochemiscr"
(such as modifying oc che carbonate system and
changing solubilities) can cause increased leaching
oc sane undesirable elements into Che ground water
and chereby "-hold che potential for contaminating
ocher .aquifers sr inhibiting beneficial us*s. '^

Groundwater qualicy concerns for CAES anc
UPHS systems are closely related to one another
because of the similarity between Che two tech-
nologies. Boch would require large, cavernous
underground excavations and, as such, would cause
potential aquifer disruption and changes in local
ground wacer quality. Another ground water quality
concern is Che disposal of mine wacers and spoil,
boch during and following the construction of Che
underground caverns.

Ceothermal

Geothermal resources are generally used for
two purposes, depending upon the temperature and
phase at which they are extracted from che aarch.
Generally speaking, vapor or wacer resources ex-
tracted at temperatures in excess of 150*C are used
to generate e l ec tr i c i ty through a turbine and
generator set (hydrothermal eleccric). Geothermal
resources above 50*C may he used for various direct-
heat applications such as space heating and cooling,
biomass fermentation, and processing operations in
the food, chemical, and petroleum industries.

Two other geothermal resource types are of
near-cerm interest: geopressurized systems and hot
dry-rock systems. Geopressurized resources consist
of porous sands saturaced wich water and natural gas
at very high temperature and pressure. Hot dry-rock
systems are extensive natural resources where heat
is concained in rock of low permeability.

Hydrothermal Electric and Direct Heat

A signif icant concern relating to ground
wacer contamination is Che injection of the conden-
sate from a heat exchanger or condenser back inco
the geothermal reservoir. Because of the typically
saline character of the resource, preinjection
treacment may be required to prevent scaling and
plugging of the injection well.-'" Interconnection
of th--r well and fresh water aquifers must also be
avoided. Brine residual must Chen be properly
disposed of on che surface Co mitigate any potential
ground water quality problems. If the spent conden-
sate or blowdown is not injected, and instead
exclusively held for surface treatment and/or
evaporation, similar protective measures need to be
exercised. Areas of che United Scaces likely to
experience hydrothenna! development are shown in
Fig. 3.

G^opressurized Resources

Because of the generally great depth of
geochermal resources, injection of spent condensate
nay noc prove economically attractive. A possible
alternative disposal scheme is injecting it inco
shallower, saline aquifers — similar to current
practice for che disposal of oi l-f ield brines.3^
Large quantities of geopressurized resources may
evencually be developed, however, and this develop-
ment wi l l require assessment of existing local
ground water use to prevent possible quality
problems caused by interconnection of aquifers.
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Surface diiposal of spenc fluids may also presenc a
potential ground water quality problem resulting
from brine treacment residuals.

Hot Dry-Rock Systems

Circulating fluids through a fractured rock
system oay leach s i l ica, fluorides, mercury, and
possibly other constituents.36 Treatment of the
fluid system blowdown (neceu3ary to prevent the
buildup of solids) wil l produce solid residuals
containing these materials and present a pocential
ground water quality problem if mismanaged.

SELECTED CASE HISTORIES

i n e r g y - r e l a t e d sources have in the past
produced a s ign i f i cant number of cases of aquifer
contamination. One nationwide survey^' showed that
more Chan 151 of reported incidents originated from
petroleum products or o i l field brines alone. The
following case-history material i l l u s t r a t e s the
actual potential for ground water contamination
discussed in theory in the foregoing survey of
technologies.

Coal Extraction

Contamination associated with coal mining nay
be caused by the following occurrences:

• Interconnection of aquifers through drill
holes and shafts,

• Disruption of aquifers either by removing
overburden or coal seams,

• Addition of nitrate from blast ing ma-
terial ,

• Subsidence caused by underground mining,*

• Leaching of coal-storage or waste-disposal
piles, and

• Disposal of mine-seepage waters.

Coal resources (including anthracite, bitu-
minous, subbituainous, and lignite deposits) may
include significant amounts of pyrite (FeSj), es-
pecially in the eastern U.S. Such sulf ide ma-
terials, when exposed by mining to air and water,
result in low pH levels . Low pH in turn accelerates
Che dissolution of minerals and aetals from soils
and rocks. Ground wacer affected by the mining
of coal with a high sulfur content often has high
concentrations of aluminum, s i l i ca , calcium, mag-
nesium, iron, and manganese. Trace metals such as
zinc, copper, nickel, cobalt, and chromium can also
be far above normal background concentrations, as
Sgambac et al. have reported.^

Those authors c i t e a case of ground water
contamination by underground coal mining in a

*This can potentially occur; however, there appears
ro be l i t t l e evidence chat any problems are caused
bv subsidence.

nine-county area of southwestern Pennsylvania.
Township averages of pH ranged £rom 2.4 to 6.7, with
mosc below 5. These data indicate chat ground vater
in some areas is contaminated However, no specific
mechanism of contamination was reported. The
authors also cite a report of aquifer contamination
resulting from abandoned oi l and gas wells located
near underground coal mines in Pennsylvania. The
wells act as conduits for upward movement of mine
water.

The general quality of ground wacer in the
western U.S. is not severely affected by coal
mining, because of the low sulfur content of western
coal deposits. Ground wacer in mined ireas can have
higher concentrations of dissolved solids and trace
elements. The increases do not appear to have
great s ignif icance. ° However, severe local
impacts can be found in some areas. For example,
one scudy^' reports substantial effects on ground
water quality of coal mining in the Colstrip areas
of Montana. Concentrations of calcium, magnesium,
sulfate, nicrate, iron, and manganese in water from
a well tapping old spoil material and the underlying
Rosebud coalbed were several times higher than the
corresponding concencrations in water from a well
ta ,<i.ng an unmined coalbed.

Uranium Produce ion

Major mechanisms for ground water contamina-
tion caused by uranium mining and milling include:

• Interconnection of zones of poor-quality
water with those of good-quality water
through dril l holes and shafts;

• Contamination of good-qualicy water due Co
subsidence and rupture of aquifer forma-
c ions;

• Addicion of nicraces from blasting ma-
terial;

• Increased solubility of minerals, heavy
metals, and radionuclides due to exposure
Co oxygen;

a Disposal of mine-seepage wacer and waste
wacer; and

• Seepage from tailings ponds.

Pollucancs associated wich uranium mining
include high concentrations of dissolved toxic
material such as selenium, molybdenum, and arsenic,
as well as radioactive substances. The' use of
acid-leaching mining produces high concentrations of
sulfuric acid and heavy metals.

A study of Che ground wacer e f fec t s of
uranium mining in Grants Mineral Belt. M.M. ,*•" found
chat seepage from one t a i l i n g s pond averazed 48
m i l l i o n gal annually for the years 1973 an^
1974. The radium entering the shallow, pocabie
aquifer from seepage .mounted Co 0.41 curie over the
period 1960 co 1974. Ac another mill in Che area,
the seepage rate was estimated ;o be 130 million
gal/yr, and 0.7 curie of radium encered che aquifer
over the same 14-yr period. Elevated concencrations
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of radium were found in many wells in Che area.
However, only two uells had radium concentrations
exceeding Che EPA drinking water litaic of 5 pico-
curies per l i ter (pCi/L). Radium concentrations
go as high as 178 pCi/l. in mine and mill effluent,
and 75 pCi/L in mine drainage. The ground water in
the affected areas also contains elevated concentra-
tions of total dissolved solids (TDS), ammonia,
nicrate, and chloride as a result of mining. (It
should be noted that elevated concentrations of
radium can occur naturally in ground water, inde-
pendent of any contamination. Such concentrations
can exceed drinking water standards.)

Widespread contamination of ground water
in the area studied in Mew Mexico has noc been
observed, but this could be due Co inadequate
monicoring or slow movement of ground water.
Although soil adsorpcion, chemical precipitation,
and ion exchange do remove a significant portion
of many heavy metals and radionuclidss (such as
thorium), some heavy meCals (such as selenium,
arsenic, and molybdenum) tend to be less readily
removed. In the Grants Mineral Belt area, Che
natural level of radioactive material in ground
water i s also quite high and also variable geo-
graphically; therefore, impacts due to uranium
development may be difficult to detect.

The greatesc potential effect on ground water
qualicy associated wich uranium milling involves
seepage from cal l ings ponds. The major concam-
inants in an acidic tailings-pond liquid include
radium, thorium, suiface, iron, manganese, and
selenium.41 However, for a ta i l ings pond at a
"model mill," che U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
estimated that no radioactive contamination of
ground water would be expected during or after a
period of active mill operation. The contaminants
that can reach ground water include suiface, iron,
manganese, and selenium. Radium is estimated to

advance about 1 ft and thorium about 0.3 ft below
the pond bottom after 15 yr of mill operation. The
acidic seepage water is expected to be neutralized
as ic passes through the soi l , and some ions would
be removed by the soi l .

The estimates were baaed on a sec of assumed
hydrogeologic conditions, about the midpoint of the
range of expected values for Che areas in which
uranium milling takes place. A wide range of
pocential levels of contamination can be expected
from individual sites due to variability in hydro-
geologic conditions. For example, radium over 15
yr can move from about I ft to 100 ft if the vert i -
cal hydraulic conductivity increases frora 10"^ to
10"^ cm/s — assuming no change in effective por-
osity, hydraulic gradient, and geochemistry.

Oil and Gas Exploration and Production

Oil and gas exploration and production can
lead to two contaminating s i tuat ions: surface
storage or disposal and underground injection of
brine; and improperly abandoned wells, which allow
encroachment of poor-quality water.

Todd and McNulty42 c i te a study of the effect
of oi l field brines on ground water quality in the
Upper Green River Basin of wescern Kentucky for the
period 1950 to 1959. Discharge of brine into Che
ground water caused chloride concentrations to
increase from less than 25 mg/L to more than
10,000 mg/L — the data come from some 20 wells and
springs in intensive oil-producing areas. Todd and
McNulty also c i te a report of abandoned o i l and
gas cesc wells that allowed oi l field brine to move
upward and contaminate a fresh water aquifer in the
Upper Big Pitman Basin, near Creensburg, Ky.
Chloride concentration increased significantly in
some wells tapping the aquifer.
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4 LEGISLATION RELATING TO GROUND WATER QUALITY

The protection and management of ground water
qual i ty are noc as completely addressed in e i ther
federal or state legislation as are the protection
and management of surface water quality. The
quality of ground water is typically regulated for
some particular purpose rather than as a singular
concern unto itself. This section briefly reviews
pertinent federal legislation dealing with ground
water quality and also touches on some general
points relating to state efforts in this area.

FEDERAL LEGISLATION

Three major ac t s of Congress c o n s t i t u t e the
bulk of the federal l e g i s l a t i o n directed toward the
preservation of ground water qua l i ty . These acts
are Che Safe Dr inking Water Act ( P . L . 9 3 - 5 2 3 ) ,
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (P.L.
94-580) , and the Clean Water Act (P.L. 92-500) and
Act Amendments (P.L. 95-217) . Other federal l e g i s -
l a t i o n that addresses ground vater qual i ty manage-
ment (buc on a technology-spec i f i c bas i s ) includes
the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (P.L.
9 5 - 8 7 ) and the Uranium Mil l T a i l i n g s R a d i a t i o n
Control Act (P.L. 95-604) . The U.S. EPA has re-
viewed federa l laws r e l a t e d to ground w a t e r . ^ °

Safe Drinking Water Act

Two provis ions within the Safe Drinking Water
Act (SDWA) are s p e c i f i c a l l y directed toward ground
wacer q u a l i t y management. The f i r s t p r o v i s i o n
of the Act i s the Sole-Source Aquifer Procect ion
Program [Sec. 1 4 2 4 ( e ) ] . I t i s through t h i s program
that any individual or public body may p e t i t i o n the
U . S . Environmental P r o t e c t i o n Agency (EPA) for
"sole-source" des ignat ion of a particular aquifer or
recharge zone. D e s i g n a t i o n of the ground water
supply as a sole source prohibits any federally
funded activity that could degrade Che supply. The
designation does not, however, prohibit nonfederally
funded act iv i ty that could cause degradation.

The other major ground water protection
provision of che SDWA is the Underground Injection
Control Program (Sec. 1421). Through this program,
che U.S. EPA has established minimum standards for
the design and operation of injection wells. The
program exercises contn l over deep-well disposal of
wastes. Underground injections of brine or other
fluids associated with oil and gas production, and
any underground injections for enhanced oi l or gas
recovery, are specifically excluded from coverage
unless it is essential to avoid endangering ground
vater sources of drinking water. The responsibility
for enforcement and management of the program is
meanc Co be exercised bv che states.

Resource Conservation 3nd Recovery Ace

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Ace
IRCSA) established a framework for che control of
imnicipal solid wastes as well as che generation,
transport, and disposal of hazardous wastes. Reau-
iacions :o dace have been primarily concerned wich

che enforcement and management of the hazardous-
waste manifest system; however, recommended require-
ments for montoring ground water quality have been
promulgated for disposal s i t e s . Regulations embrac-
ing the full body of technical requirements (includ-
ing ground water quality protection) for disposal
sites are expected sometime in 1981.

Clean Water Act

The Clean Water Act and Ace Amendments
address the problem of ground water pollution and
ground water quality protection and management in a
general sense through Sees. 101 (Declaration of
Goals and Policy); 102 (Comprehensive Programs for
Water Pollution Control); 103 (Interstate Coopera-
tion and Uniform Laws); and 104 (Research, Investi-
gations, Training, and Information). Sections 106
(Grants for Pollution Control Programs) and 208
(Areawide Waste Treacment Management) have generated
various l eve l s of interest and participation in
ground water protection by the states and designated
regional agencies.

Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act

The Surface Mining Control and Reclamation
Act (SMCRA) is designed Co be administered through
the Department of Interior, Bureau of Mines. The
Act provides principally for the concrol of che
operation and reclamation of new coal mines.
Included in the provisions of the Act are regula-
tions regarding the protection of local ground water
quality at mine s i t e s , both during the mining
operation and afterwards, based on an approved
reclamation plan.

Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act

The Uranium Mill Tailings Radiacion Concrol
Act established radiacion standards for uranium mill
tailings. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is che
agency designaced Co implemenc and enforce radiacion
standards developed by the U.S. EPA.

Other Federal Programs

A combined pool in excess of SI b i l l i o n ,
known as "Superfund," has been established by the
Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation
and Liability Act (P.L. 96-510). The purpose of
Superfund, which receives financial support from
both private induscry and che federal govemmenc, is
Co provide the monecary resources needed to manage
cleanup a c t i v i t i e s .'rora tox i c - and hazardous-
material s p i l l s , leaks, and other serious pollution
incidents. The fund is Co be applied to both
existing and abandoned operations and should, in
such cases, help aicigace serious degradation of
ground water quality.

In 1980, che U.S. EPA proposed a Ground Wacer
Proceccion Scracegy for which ic published the
following goal.



"tt shall be the national ?oal to
protect, and enh-ance the quality of ground
Maters to che levels necessary for current
and projecced future uses and for the pro-
teccion of the public health and significant
ecological systems".*-'

The objectives associated with this goal are:

• To develop state ground water protection
strategies;

• To fully implement existing ground-water-
reUted legislation, such as SDWA, SCRA,
SMCRA, and Superfund;

• To identify existing ground water quality,
improve the most hazardous conditions, and
develop and implement methods for managing
contamination;

• To develop a mechanism by which the public
and government may interact in establish-
ing the priorities among compecing activi-
ties that use or could contaminate ground
water; and

• To ensure that appropriate protection is
provided for ground water resources in
each state and that each state has a fully
implemented program to manage al l ground
water.

The strategy, as proposed, would not create
significant new federal regulation; rather, i t would
encourage the s ta t e s to develop their own pro-
grams, and it would also develop a greater degree of
consistency among EPA programs affect ing ground
water.

STATE PROGRAMS

The s t a t u s o f the var ious s t a t e programs for
the management and protection of ground water
quality is widely varied. Some states either have
or are currently s taff ing groups to address the
problems of ground water pollution. Other states
have no formal programs.

Most states rely on general legislative and
Legal precedents for ground water protection. Many

state laws that do exist to protect ground water
quality are not applied on a systematic basis, often
due to each of several agencies within a s ta te
government having only part ia l respons ib i l i ty
for control of the stace'3 ground water resources.
Lehr et . a l . , " 1 suggest that most states exercise
control over ground uacer quantity and quality in
terms . " 10 major "control points." Management of
these control points would generally fa l l to a
number of s tate agencies, thereby ref lect ing a
myriad of state statutes and regulations. The 10
control points are:

1. Surface-water standards,

2. Land-use regulations,

3. Control of waste-disposal s i tes ,

4. Management of water Levels and pumping
rates,

5. Control of well construction and opera-
tion,

6. Air-quality standards,

7. Control of the land-spreading of poten-
tial pollutants,

8. Control of 3Corage areas,

9. Control of mining and quarrying, and

10. Control of transportation and handling
of fluids.

As already rioted, the U.S. EPA's proposed
ground water strategy, if adopted, would encourage
the individual states to develop their own ground
water protection programs. The states would also
be encouraged to make long-range estimates of ground
water use so that waste-disposal aquifers can be
ident i f i ed; to inventory ex i s t ing ground water
supplies and quality; and to establish ground water
classification standards for designated uses. Such
efforts would be a logical continuation of some
state programs. Other states, not at present as
actively involved in ground water quality protection
and management, would have to make extensive new
efforts in this regard. An overview of current
state ground water management programs has been
given by the U.S. EPA.'8



5 ASSESSING EFFECTS ON GROUND MATER QUALITY

Methodologies for assasaing the e f f e c t s of
surface or subsurface a c c i v i t i e s on ground water
q u a l i t y are numerous and extremely d i v e r s e in
nature. They range from sophist icated analog and
digital computer models, designed to simulate
multidimensional movement of ground water con-
taminants at a particular location, to simple "rule
of thumb" methods or screening procedures. The
latter are designed to produce an order-of-magnitude
assessment of a parcicular problem. This section
deals primarily wich broad-scale methodologies that
produce results indicating the potential for ground
water contamination, rather than predicting actual
contamination levels.

AVAILABLE METHODS

Although numerous methodologies exist for
assessing the effects on ground water quality of
various ac t iv i t i e s , many of these methodologies
rely on either analog or digital models based on
physical-flow equacions coupled with contaminant-
transport equations. These methodologies may
provide a detailed understanding of site-specific
occurrences of ground water contamination. They are
not easily adapted to regional or semiregional
assessments of the potential for ground water
contamination, however, owing to limitations
of the models, data requirements, and other restric-
tions. More generalized methodologies were there-
fore sought:: ones that can be used to broadly
characterize regional conditions affecting tha
potential for ground water contamination and that,
basad on on a certain activity level, can provide a
basis for rating the contamination potential. In
addition, more generalized methodologies often
require a reduced level of technical manpower and
financial commitment to produce the desired level of
results.

Because of Che site-specific characteristics
of ground water, regional assessments of these
characteristics are difficult at best. A regional
assessment can identify potential problem areas;
however, regional information generally forms a poor
basis for making site—specific judgements. A series
of site-specific evaluations, on the other hand, can
form a very strong basis for making a regional
assesmenc. The drawback to this latcer approach is
Che time and data requirements necessary to properly
carry ic out.

Seller and Canter4^ have summarized six
empirically based methodologies ~ for assessing the
effects of various activities related to land use on
ground uacer qualicy — as representative of sice-
specific approaches. Methods of this nature are
generally based on design criteria rather than
performance evaluation. All six methodologies are
based on evaluating a single facility (usually a
landfill or hazardous-wasce disposal facil ity), but
they may have limited adaptability for making larger
scale or regional assessments. The six methodolo-
gies are identified as: U.S. EPA mechod; criteria
listing: water-balance methods; Hagerty, Pavoni, and
Heer system: Phillips, Hathwani, and Mooij system;
3nd the LeGrand mechods.

Brief discussions below of the six mechods
reported on by Seller and Cancer are followed by
a description of the generally more applicable
Geraghcy and Miller method.7

The EPA method basically entails evaluating a
fac i l i ty on the basis of a predetermined set of
criteria. Once the criteria have been applied and
the potential for ground water contamination has
been determined, the facility is ranked on the basis
of site-hydrologic characteristics and given a
monitoring priority with respect to other faci l i -
t i e s . Fac i l i t i es considered include landf i l l s ,
surface impoundments, and land-spreading operations.
A flow chart is used to determine the compliance of
a particular facility and to subsequently determine
the monitoring potential.

The criteria-listing mechod consists simply
of an enumeration of criteria that might be used to
assess Che ground water contamination potential
of a particular fac i l i t y . Suggested cr i ter ia
include location, topography, climatology, land use,
soils , hydrology, water quality, and water use. A
major drawback to this mechod is that it makes no
dist inct ion between cr i ter ia in terms of their
relative importance in determining Che potential for
ground water contamination; that cask is le f t
completely to the evaluator.

Water-balance methods basically address the
production of leachate in a solid-waste disposal
facility. The leachate can percolate through the
soil cover, and it can migrate through the underly-
ing, compacted waste. The primary use of such
information is for the planning and design of
leachate-control measures; however, a water-balance
method would also appear useful in the assessment of
either existing or planned disposal facilities. As
is the case with many other mechodologies, special-
ized expertise is required in the selection of
numerous assessment parameters and/or coefficients
~ this requirement could limit overall usefulness
of the methods.

Tne Hagerty, Pavoni, and Heer system is a
relat ively involved assessment procedure that
considers many factors and interrelationships
between air, land, and water. The system develops a
rating for the waste material being disposed- of;
that rating, together with a facility assessment,
forms the basis for assessing the potential for
ground water contamination. The entire system was
designed Co indicate chose disposal facilicies best
suited to accept hazardous wastes, although i t
appears that certain criteria could be omitted for
Che purpose of assessing the potential effects on
ground water quality of nonhazardous wastes. Major
drawbacks Co che system are the large amounts of
data required and ics site-specificity.

The Phil l ips, Nathwani, and Mooij method
develops independent rankings for wastes and soi ls /
sites, combining them into a matrix. The method
enables one co examine individual interactions
between factors making up the wasce characteristics
and sice suitability, thus allowing the avaluator Co
determine Che most l ikely poincs of impact or
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failure. The composite matrix is rated from ac-
captable co unacceptable. While this method offers
some advantages in terms of its ability Co examine
specific interactions between waste characteristics
and sice character is t ics , i t is limited by the
large amounts of data required and by the need for
specialized sk i l l s in i ts application.

The original LeGrand method has been in
existence since 1964, although modifications have
been made to the method in more recent years. The
modified LeGrand method, a popular refinement of the
original method, assigns a score co each of four
disposal-site conditions in addition to assigning a
score co characterize the waste i tse l f . Summing Che
five scores then gives an assessment of the poten-
tial ground water contamination at the sice. One of
che primary advantages of the method is ics simpli-
city; ics major disadvantage is the subjectiveness
of the scoring process and Che need for an experi-
enced evaluator to compile che scores.

The modified LeGrand method has been used
extensively by regulatory agencies. The U.S. EPA
recently used the method to make an assessment:
of a l l waste impoundments nationwide . ^ ,4 / -fne

method's usefulness has been thereby demonstrated,
and it merits consideration for further application
a3 a tool for assessing waste disposal from energy-
related fac i l i t i es .

The Geraghty and Miller method? was developed
under contract to the U.S. EPA Co examine the
effects of underground coal mining on ground water
in che eastern U.S. (east of the 100th meridian).
The mechodology was formulated to examine possible
impacts froc future mining a c t i v i t i e s , buc i t
would appeav to lend itself to analysis of existing
conditions as well.

County and subcounty areas potentially
subjecc to ground water quality degradation by coal
mining are examined with respect to three criteria.
The criteria are as follows.

1. Counties with coal reserves for under-
ground mining of greater than 455 million
metric Cons (501 million shore tons)

2. Counties wich more Chan 4-10^ m /̂day
(1.06-106 gal/d) ground water pumpage

3. Areas within these counties that have
sufficienc ground wacer cor small in-
dustrial and public supplies (general-
ly more than 1.6 L/s, or 25 gal/min)

Ground water quality in areas that meet che chree
criteria above is considered by the methodology to
have a pocencial for degradation as a consequence of
underground coal mining.

The Geraghcy and Miller method, therefore, is
3 simplified approach providing a quick assessment
o: che potencial for adverse ground wacer qualicy
effects caused by underground coal mining. The
rcechod generalises the impacc oocencial; no attempc
is aade co identify and differentiate occurrences
such as aquifer disrupcion, refuse-pile runoff, or
leaching. However, the method (or a variation

thereof) constitutes a useful tool for assessing die
potencial for adverse effects of energy developmenc
on ground water quality; i t is also applicable on a
regional basis.

SUMMARY

Several methods of assessing ground water
qualicy are available. Xn virtually all cases, the
methodologies represent rather simplified approaches
to complex problems. All of the methodologies
require specialized professional judgement for their
proper application, a point which cannot be overly
stressed.

The modified LeGrand method appears to be
best suited to the assessment of hazardous-waste
disposal sites. The method had been in existence
for some time and has been widely used. The other
five methods reviewed by Seller and Canter appear
unsuitable for regional energy-impact assessments
and therefore are not discussed further.

The Geraghty and Miller mechod is designed co
assess the potential effects of underground coal
mining. Perhaps the best feacure of the method
is chat few daca are needed for its use and the data
that are needed should be readily available nation-
ally. The primary drawback co the method is that i t
identifies only the potential for impacts; moreover,
in i t s presenc form, i t s application is limited to
areas where underground coal mining is being con-
due ted.

A national assessment of che e f fects on
ground wacer quaiicy by type of energy development
would tend to concentrate on major potencial sources
of ground water contamination — such as the extrac-
tion of coal, oil and gas, uranium, and oil shale;
and che end uses of coal in u t i l i t i e s and other
plants. The Geraghty and Miller method, with some
modification, would at presenc be adequate to assess
che extraction ac:ivit ies .

Additional refinement of the modified LeGrand
method would permit an assessment of solid-waste
disposal faci l i t ies associated with the end use of
coal. Such a detailed approach may be difficult
to apply in a national or regional assessment,
however.

An approach based on activity levels, ground
water pumping rates, and ground water quality —
essentially an extension of the Geraghty and Miller
method — would allow the identification of areas
having the potential for ground water degradation
due to excraccion. Such an approach is developed
in the next section and is applied to a national
screening of many of che major energy-developmenc
act ivi t ies . The approach does not permit identi-
fying local effects but does provide a general
picture of areas whose ground water quality could
potencially be degraded. The foregoing review
of assessment methods indicates that che methods
now available are usually focused on local ized
effaces . Regional assessments, if they are Co
be conducted, must follow a somewhat different
path.
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S IDENTIFYING REGIONS WITH THE POTENTIAL FOR GROUND WATER QUALITY PROBLEMS

The preceding sect ions addressed general
issues bearing on the relationship between energy
development and ground water quality. This section
provides an indicat ion of spec i f i c areas of the
country where ground water quality may be degraded
as a result of energy development. I t does not
provide a quantitative assessment of the problem,
nor does i t deal with s i t e - s p e c i f i c condi t ions .
Rather, the contiguous 48 states are screened on a
preliminary basis foe potential problem areas. This
screening is based on a county-by-county analysis of
existing and projected energy-development ac t iv i t i e s
and on ex i s t ing U.S. ground water condi t ions .
Energy-development ac t iv i t i e s as of 1975 have been
determined; those for the year 2000 have been
projected.

In screening for potential problem areas, the
following energy-development act iv i t ies were con-
sidered.

• The coal cycle

• The uranium fuel cycle

• Oil and gas production

For the coal cycle, the focus i s on extrac-
tion. However, problems may also occur in connec-
tion with coal cleaning and coal combustion. Coal
cleaning tends to be done near the point of extrac-
tion or, in some cases , at the point of use.
Cleaning near the mine is considered a part of the
extraction phase. Coal combustion in power plants
can lead to ground water quality degradation because
of the generation and disposal of considerable
quanti t ies of combustion wastes. However, the
number of coal-fired power plants is so large that
it was decided to not attempt to screen for problem
areas, but rather to treat the problem only in a
generic sense as was done in Sec. 3. Power plants
and any coal cleaning associated directly with them
are not considered in this screening.

In the uranium fuel cycle, only mining and
mil l ing are considered. Possible problems as-
sociated with waste disposal are not included for
Che reasons given in Sec. 3.

METHODOLOGY

The screening methodology used here has been
applied on a county- leve l bas i s . Smal l - sca le ,
s i t e - s p e c i f i c concerns have noc been examined.
The methodology is based on the assumption that if
energy-development ac t iv i t i e s capable of degrading
ground water qual i ty occur in a county in which
reasonably good-quality ground water resources
exist , chere is a potential for adverse impacts.
S i t e - s p e c i f i c information on the coincidence of
activity and resource was not used in the screening
— cherefore, only the potential for impacts is
indicated. Actual effects of energy-development

a c t i v i t i e s , i t is important to note, could be
reduced or eliminated by appropriate mitigative and
management practices.

The data sources for energy-development
a c t i v i t i e s used in the screening process are as
follows.

• Coal mining: Based on county-level s i t ing
developed with information from Refs. 59
and 48.

• Oil and Gas: Ref. 49.

• Uraniun: Refs. 41, 50, 51, 52.

These sources provide estimates of actual or pro-
jected act iv i ty . The data sources on ground water
- - Refs. 55, 56, 57 ~ provide an overview of
regional and national conditions.

Resource Index

A resource index was assigned to each county
to c lass i fy the ground water resource. This index
was based mainly on total dissolved solids (TDS)
as a measure of existing water quality. Only minor
importance was given to potent ia l well y i e l d s ,
because of the difficulty in defining significant
yields and also because of the lack of consistency
among source data on yield potential. In many areas
wells producing less than 10 gal/min are considered
to be wholly adequate for present purposes — e . g . ,
in the northern Great Plains, for rural household
and livestock needs. Users in certain locations
endure water of quality below normal standards; this
is- the only water available to them at a reasonable
cost, however, so it is used over wide areas. A
problem with trying to c lass i fy well yields is the
wide range of yields usually generated by any given
aquifer. Based on hydrogeologic conditions and well
construction ( e . g . , well depth and screened inter-
val ) , even wells located close together may have
yields that diffeT by one or two orders of magnitude
( e . g . , 10 to 1000 gal/min).

I n d i v i d u a l c o n s t i t u e n t s in water a l s o
have widely varying concentrations from area to
area. TDS was chosen as the most representative
quality indicator. A TDS value of 3000 mg/L or less
was assumed to indicate a usable water supply. This
c r i t e r i o n i s based on water with a TDS value of
3000 mg/L being considered usable for livestock —
and water with 2000 mg/L or less being considered
normally usable for hutian consumption without
adverse e f f e c t s . ^ The 3000 mg/L criterion greatly
exceeds the drinking water standard for TDS of 500
mg/L, which i s normally not to be exceeded where
more su i tab le supplies can be made ava i lab le .54
However, many people use water with higher TDS
concentrations; because of present treatment tech-
nology, such water can be treated to meet the
drinking water standard.
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The ground water resource Index was assigned
based on che eoLlowing scheme.

Water Qualicv

.\ (poor; TDS above
3000 mg/L)

3 (good)

Energy-Development

Yield

A (low; less
Chan 25 gal/
min)

B (high!

A

B

Index

Resource index

a
a
B

(poor)

(good)

Separate assessment cr i ter ia were determined
for each energy-development act ivi ty. Currenc and
projected production figures then were compared
to chese assigned cr i te r ia . Assessment cr i ter ia
uere developed tor the production of coal, o i l , gas,
and uranium ore . Estimates of production uere
obtained from the sources cited on page 27.

Potential for Ground Water Quality Problems

Using the energy-development and ground water
resource indexes, the final potential for adverse
e f fec t s of energy development on ground water
quality was then defined in terms of the following
3cheme.

Energy-Development
Level

A (low)

B (high)

Qualicy of
Ground Water

A (poor)
3 (good)

A (poor)
3 (good)

Potential for
Adverse Effects

A (low)
B (medium)

B (medium)
C (high)

Note again that this method is used only to screen
for potencial problem areas. Careful assessment of
individual areas is needed to determine the exteric
and significance of impacts. A sample application
of the above methodology is presented in Table 1.
Energy-development data for a l l 43 contiguous
states are available upon request.

Coal

Coal production of 105 ton/yr for a county
has been used as the dividing line for classifying
county coal development as high or low leve l .
This production limit is used by the U.S. EPA a3 a
criterion tor classification of individual mines
eligible for technical assistance under I ts Small
Operator Assistance Program. In the Midwest:, i t
represents a disturbance of about 10 acres annually
for surface mining. Baseline-year (1975) coal
production was taken from Che scenario data de-
veloped for DOE's Regional Issue Identification and
Assessment (RITA) program59 and the 1975 Minerals
Yearbook.4" Projected production for the year 2000
is from che RIIA data, which are based on a county-
level disaggregation of the second National Energy
Plant OEP-II) high-world-oil pr ice scenar io .

Uranium Ore

Uranium mining or milling of 2000 ton/d of
ore was che dividing ine between high- and low—level
accivicies. This production capacity was selected
because it Is about the average capacity of operat-
ing uranium :nills. With the present trend moving
toward processing lower-grade ores, most future
nills will exceed this capacity. The 1975 uranium-
produccion figures are escloaces from the U.S.
Energy Research and Development Administration.50

Production forecasts for che year 2000 are based on
Rets. 41, 51, and 52.

Oil and Gas

Potential ground water quality degradation
has been assumed to be related to che areal extent
of che o i l or gas f ie ld . A cr i ter ion of 25 percent
of che councy area covered by o i l or »as f ields was
chosen as the significant dividing l ine ( less Chan
25 percent, low development; ro>re Chan 25 percenc,
high development) . An o i l and gas niap"1' was used co
iececaine ievelc ienc levels for che 1975 baseline
•rondicion. Proj .cted development tor che year 2000
was noc available for chis issessmenc.

RESULTS

General hydrogeologic conditions were con-
sidered in order to derive broad conclusions about
the effects of energy development on ground water
qua l i ty . The Important question was whether there
is a potencial for adverse effects , not what the
decai ls of the effects might be.

Based upon available national ground water
d a t a , 5 5 » 5 ^ usable q u a n t i t i e s of ground water of
adequate quality act available at shallow depths
throughout most of che U.S. TDS values range from
l e s s than 100 mg/L to more than 2000 mg/L; most
a reas have TDS values of 100 mg/L or l e s s . 'ihe
re su l t s presented in the references are generalized
and probaliy re la te to the best-quality source for
areas having multiple aquifers. The data sources do
not define aquifer depth or natural safeguards; they
may a l s o include s u b s t a n t i a l areas lacking the
potent ia l for practical development, but those are
not identif ied in the s tudies . Moreover, some areas
can contain other constituents In the ground water
that exceed the limits of accepted water qual i ty
for cer ta in purposes.

The results of che current study are 3hown in
F i g s . 9 (year 1975) and 10 (year 2000).* These
figures show areas where adverse effects on ground
water quality may occur due co energy development.
For discussion purposes, che potentially affected
a reas can be grouped in to the following th ree
regions.

1. The Western U.S. Region, consisting of
two parts:

a. California; and

b. The Western Plains, which includes
all or part of Montana, Vorth Dakota,

*So areas with a low potential for adverse effects
on ground water quality are indicated on either map
because no areas with che proper combination of
low-level development and poor-qualicy ground wacer
were identified.



Table 1 Sample Screening (for Potential Effects of Energy Development on Ground Hater Quality): New Mexico, 1975a

County

Chaves

Colfax

Eddy

Lea

HcKtnley

San .luan

Valencia

aSources:

Coal Production
(J03 ton/yr)

Under-
ground Surface

764 251

467

7,300

production data,

Uranium Ore
Production

(ton/d)

4,000

15,000

Oil
(X of
County
Area)

5

10

30

5

10

Gas
(2 of
County
Area)

5

10

5

25

as noted In text; ground water
of the United States, National Demonstration Well Project

Energy
Index

A

B

A

B

B

B

B

Ground

Yield
(gal/mln)

100-300

0-100

0-300

100-300

0-100

0-300

0-300

data, Pettyjohn, W.A.
(1979).

Water

TDS
(mg/L)

500- 1,

250- 1,

500- 1,

250- 1,

500- 1,

500-10,

500-

, et al

000

000

000

000

000

000

700

., A

Resource
Index t

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

Ground Uatei

Potential for
Wverse Effects

B

C

B

C

C

C

C

r Quality Atlas
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Fig. 9 Areas where Ground Water Quality May Be Affected by Energy Development, Year 1975
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Fig. 10 Areas where Ground Water Quality May Be Affected by Energy Development, Year 2000



South Dakota, Wyoming, Colorado,
Utah, Arizona, ar.d New Mexico.

; . The Texas Region, including all or parts
of Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana,
and southern Mississippi.

3. The Eastern U.S. Region, including all or
parts of I l l i n o i s , Indiana, Michigan,
Ohio, Kentucky, Nev York, Pennsylvania,
West Virginia, Tennessee, and northern
Alabama.

Except for a few areas, these three regions
include a l l of the potential ly affected areas.

Western U.S. Region

California

The major energy resources of California
consist of oil and gas deposits. Most of these
deposits are located in the Central Valley, with
lesser amounts in the Coastal ranges and valleys
(especially near the coast in the 1,os Angeles
area).

This area is sensitive to degradation of the
ground water resource mainly for three reasons.

1. It is a water-deficit area.

2. The demand for water is extremely high —
for agr icu l tu ra l , municipal, and in-
dustrial purposes.

3. There are many signif icant regional
aquifers where contamination at one
location can prove detrimental over
large areas . These include the aqui-
fers in the Sacramento and San Joaquin
valleys.

Proper design and construction of oi l and
injection wells, and adequate waste—management
controls, can minimize adverse effects.

Western Plains

These formations consist mainly of interbeds of
shale, siltstones, coals, and sandstones. The water
in these formations is widely used throughout the
area and is considered a valuable resource. The
major reasons these aquifers are sensi t ive to
disruption or quality degradations are:

This area has the most potential for growth
in energy-resource development, particularly for
the types of energy resources examined in this
study. The coal industry will have tremendous
growth in Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, and North
Dakota. Uranium production may increase in Wyoming
and New Mexico, with secondary production centers
located in Utah and Colorado. Oil and gas produc-
tion may expand throughout the region. This tremen-
dous growth potential in the energy indus t r ies ,
combined with the area's mostly marginal fresh water
supplies, indicates high potential for degradation
of ground water quality.

Coal will primarily be produced in Montana,
Wyoming, and North Dakota, and lesser amounts will
be produced in South Dakota and Colorado. Most of
chis coal is at shallow deDths and will be str ip-
mined. The major aquifers to be directly influenced
will be in the Wasatch and Fort Union formations.

1. The area has low ra infa l l
water-deficit area;

i t is a

2. The water is already of marginal quality
in many places;

3. The aquifers are widely used;

4. These aquifers are usually the only
shallow ones with acceptable qual i ty
water; and

5. Most of the mines are located in the
recharge areas of the aquifers because
the overburden is thin. This could lead
to water quali ty degradation of large
areas downgradient of the mines.

Uranium production is mainly in Wyoming and
New Mexico, with secondary production in Colorado
and Utah. It is mined by both strip- and deep-mine
techniques; most of the deep mines are in New
Mexico. A potential for pollution is associated
with improper waste handling and storage and also
with contaminated mine waters. Special care has to
be exercised to eliminate contamination from these
mines because of the extremely long lives of some of
the radionuclides. At present, most of the mines
are located in low-density population areas with
arid to semiarid climates (e .g . , central Wyoming,
northwestern New Mexico, and western Colorado).

Oil and gas production in this area poses
special problems. Aquifers with saline water are
located throughout the geologic section. Therefore,
fresh—water aquifers may be ei ther overlaid by,
underlaid by, or sandwiched between aquifers con-
taining poor-quality water. Improperly constructed
or maintained wells may permit the movement of
poorer quality water into the more usable aquifers.
Zones where oil or gas is pumped may also induce
movement of poorer quality water because of sub-
sidence or new pressure gradients.

Ground water qual i ty concerns are also
associated with the extraction of oil shale in this
area. This subject was discussed in Sec. 3.

Texas Region

The major energy resources in the Texas
region are oil and gas. There also are coal mines
in eastern Texas, western Louisiana, and south-
western Arkansas. Substantial lignite development
may occur in Texas. Uranium is mined in several
counties in south central Texas. This mining
potentially affects the water quality in parts of
the Carrizo-Wilcox and the Gulf Coast aquifers. The
aquifers are widely used, mainly for irrigation, and
any degradation (especial ly by radioactive con-
taminants) could have major economic e f fec t s .

As in the Western Plains, the Texas region
has many saline aquifers located in the geologic
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column. Because of chese saline aquifers, oil and
gas production has the pocential to degrade the
water in many of Che most widely and heavily used
aquifers in the country. The aquifers that are
pocenciaily affected include the Ogallala (Kansas,
Oklahoma, Texas), Trinity (Texas), Edwards-Trinicy
(Texas), Carriio-Wilcox (Texas, Oklahoma, Louisi-
ana), and the Gulf Coast (Texas, Louisiana). These
aquifers are the base of the area's vast agri-
cultural economy. Adverse effects can be reduced
with proper design, construction, and maintenance of
oil and injection wells and proper waste storage.
An additional problem due to oil and gas development
may arise in the Gulf Coast area. The area's vast
pumping activity causes a potential for land sub-
sidence over an extensive area. (Subsidence is
already a problem in some Texas coastal areas.)
Subsidence can lead to opening up connections
between aquifers and thereby to movement of poorer
quality water.

Eastern U.S. Region

Water users in the Eastern U.S. region are
not generally as dependent on ground water as in che
other regions, although in rural areas ground water
is typically used for domestic purposes. Thio is
mainly due to the abundance of rainfall (the entire
area has a water surplus in average years) and
consequent availability of surface water supplies.
However, Che ground water resources are rapidly
being developed and wil l hold a more prominent
position in the future.

The area's major energy resources are coal,
o i l , and gas. Most of Che coal in this area is
high-sulfur coal - - western coal i s generally
low sulfur - - which adds the potential for acid
drainage. Coal is mined by both strip- and deep-
mining methods throughout the area. Most of che
coal in the region is of Pennsylvanian or Mis-
sissipian age. The sediaients in southern I l l inois ,
southwestern Indiana, and western Kentucky are
mostly fine—grained (shales , s i l c scones , coals ,
muds cones) with low permeabilities. Most ground
water in these areas is used for household or small
municipal and industrial supplies. However, the
atrip mines in southwestern Indiana have disturbed
large areas, and the shallow ground-water supplies
in che immediate vicinity of the mines have already
been affected. This area may be sensitive to fucure
development.

The Appalachian coal areas, including western
Ohio and northern Alabama, are the most intensively
mined in che region. The number of mines increases
che area's potential for degradation of ground water
resources, especially by acid mine drainage. There
is already some contamination of aquifers in che
Susquehanna and Delaware River basins in Penn-
sylvania due Co acid mine drainage. Surface mines
cause che most immediate effects; they can destroy
aquifers and make cha coal and overburden materials
accessible to che elements. Underground mines may
affect aora or deeper aquifers, however, because
cunnels and shafts penecrate raany beds and can ace
as conduits for che flow of poor-quality water.

The mining areas in Appalachia are 3parsely
populated, with ground vacer mainly used tor house-

holds and for small-town supplies. However, Ohio
and Pennsylvania are heavily populated, and each
has a strong industrial-agricultural base. Large
amounts of good-quality ground water are needed and
used in these two states.

Due Co deformation of the geologic strata
during mountain building and subsequent erosion,
there are generally no regional aquifers in this
area. Nevertheless, without proper precautions,
the large number of present mines and the great
potential for future development could lead co
widespread degradation of ground water quality
in this region.

In general, o i l and gas production Cakes
place throughout the Eastern U.S. region, but most
of the production is in lower Michigan and western
New York. Proper well construction and maintenance
procedures should minimize the potential for water
quality degradation in New York. However, there is
relatively l i t t l e good-quality ground water in lower
Michigan, except in the shallow unronsolidated
aquifers. There are abundant supplies of salt water
throughout che geologic section. The presence of
saline water, combined with the large numbers of o i l
wells, makes this area sensitive to water quality
degradation.

Sole-Source Aquifers

Special attention was given co areas that
have been designated sole—source aquifers (defined
in Sec. 4.) Energy developmenc in these areas may
be restricted, to protect the ground watev resource
from contamination. At present, these areas in-
clude the following.

• Edwards aquifer, San Antonio area, Texas

• Nassau and Suffolk counties, New York

• Fresno county, California

• Ten Mile Creek, Maryland piedmont area

• Spokane Valley-Rathdrum Prairie, Washing-
Con and Idaho

• Biscayne aquifer, Florida

• Buried Valley aquifer, northwest New
Jersey

Among the designated sole-source aquifers,
only the Fresno county aquifer in California and che
Edwards aquifer (chat pare in Kinney, Uvalde,
Medina and Bexar counties , Texas) are in areas
experiencing oil and gas development. The specific
potential effects of energy development in Chese
areas need furcher definicion.

Summary of Results

Many of the major regional aquifer systems
3re not susceptible to adverse effects from energy
i n i t i a t i v e s because they are located away from
energy-resource deposics. Some of che unaffected
aquifers include the Floridan limestones (Flori-
da); Cambrian-Ordovician (northern I l l i n o i s ,
Wisconsin, eastern Iowa, Minnesota); Magothy sands
(eastern Pennsylvania, Mew Jersey, Maryland); and
nose of che Dakota sandstone and Fox Hills-Hells



Creek sandstones (North Dakota, South Dakota,
Nebraska, and parts of Montana and Wyoming) . Other
major systems are vulnerable, particularly those
chat overlie substantial oil and gas reservoirs,
including the Gul: Coast aquifer (mostly Tertiary
and Quacenary sands of Texas and Louisiana);
the Ogallala sandstone (New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma,
Kansas) ; and sor.e local intermnatane sands and
gravels (weslerr mountain and far southwest). The
extensive Fort Union formation (Montana, Wyoming,
North Dakota, South Dakota) comprises a low-yielding
aquifer (ii.cerbedded coal, shale, and sandstone),
which has extensive socioeconomic significance and
is especially vulnerable to adverse affects from
coal and uranium mining.

Although this discussion has emphasized
regional problems, very localized effects unrelated
to major aquifers are a definite concern. Mosc
rural water supplies use ground water. Therefore,
localized adverse effects on minor aquifers may be
quite inportant.

This study identifies areas susceptible to
adverse affects on ground water quality because of
energy development. Indirectly, Figs. 9 and 10 also
indicate the locations of energy-development activi-
t i e s during the baseline year and areas where
potential energy development growth will take place.
Twenty-five states have relatively large areas
potenxially affected by ground water quality froa
energy development; potential effects in seven ocher
states are limited to small areas or a few counties.
The unaffected areas wil l probably include the
Atlantic coastal s tates , Minnesota, Nebraska,
Hevada, Oregon, Vermont, ano Wisconsin. The poten-
tial for adverse effects is extensive in the coal-
producing 3Cates of the Western Plains, Midwest,
and Appalachia ~ and in the o i l - and gas-producing
states of California and those of the Gulf Coast and
the Southwest.

Limitations of the Analysis

This study represents only a f irst step
toward defining the nature and extent of the poten-
tial for adverse affects of energy development on
ground vater quality. The methodology used has a
number of limitations that include the following.

1. Effects on ground water quality are
highly dependent on the physical and
hydrologic features of a s i te and on
mitigation and regulatory-compliance
efforts; these factors have not been
considered. The features are highly
variable according to location; actions
that cause a detrimental effect in one
area nay not in others.

1. The potential energy-caused affects are
related only to aggregated production;
the size of a councy is not considered.
For example, while one mine in a large
county in the West may produce the same
amount of coal as three or four mines
concentrated in a much smaller county in
the las t , the potential effect on the
western and eastern counties was de-
picted as being the same.

3. No consideration was given to long-term
ef fec t s . The energy indexes are based
only on levels of act iv i ty in a given
year. However, coal and uranium mine
spoils and wastes potentially pollute
ground water for many decades.

4. The figures provided give only a summary
index for all energy activities so that
it is difficult to distinguish effects
due to individual energy developments.
The effects can be caused by a single
energy-development act iv i ty or by any
combination of such a c t i v i t i e s , in-
cluding coal, oil and gas, and uranium
production.

5. The effects of oil and gas production in
the year 2000 were not included in this
assessment because projections were not
available on a county basis.

Additional Considerations

The socioeconomic ac t iv i t i e s in a general
area must also be considered in evaluating energy-
development effects on ground water quality.
Ths interrelationships between energy development,
socioeconomic activity, and ground water quality can
create two kinds of areas affected by energy
initiatives:

1. Those where increases in energy-
development activity induce significant
increases in employment, population, and
community activities - - all of which have
actual or potential adverse effects on
ground water quality; and

2. Those where degradation of ground water
quality attributed direct ly to energy
development causes hardship or economic
loss to other water consumers using the
same source of supply.

In energy-affected communities, the direct-
employment requirements of various technologies
provide the basis for estimating total employment
and the increases in population, households, and
community activities and facil i t ies attributed to
energy development. The increase in activity levels
in each category must be evaluated in terns of
increased demands on local resources, specifically
on the increased demands and the possible degrada-
tion in the quality of the ground water supply. The
energy-related effects of the employment demand on
the population resource vary significantly among
regions, states, and individual counties. In small
counties with large concentrations of agricultural
workers and relatively low levels of basic manu-
facturing or construction ac t iv i ty , the total
employment effects of constructing and operating a
new energy facil ity are expected to be significant.
This may be the most common socioeconomic character-
istic of the coal-producing states of the Western
Plains and Midwest and in the western states having
uranium reserves. lr. »..ates and counties having
larger economies, an increase in mining, construc-
tion, or manufacturing employment wil l have a
relatively smaller effect on total employment in the
area. Tracing out the pattern of the socioeconoraic



effects of energy development and Che possible
degradation of the area's ground water resources
j i l l require data specific to each region.

Degradation of ground water quality attri-
buted directly to energy development may cause
hardship or economic loss to water users. The
socioeconotnic affects include costs of additional
water treatment and the penalty cose of using
lower quality water. It is difficult to identify
those costs for the common water-use categories
(residential, commercial, public or institutional,
agricultural, and recreational). Identifying

how water is actually used would be required to
assess costs of using poorer quality water. Hater
supplied for industrial purposes is used pri-
marily for cooling, boiler-feed, and processing
purposes. Water supplied to residential con-
sumers is used for in-house sanitary purposes,
for watering lawns and gardens, as a potable sup-
ply for drinking and food preparation, and for
cleaning. Further refinement of consumer-cost
data associated with the major-use categories
will be required, therefore, in order to assess
the socioeconomic impacts of a degraded water
supply.
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